
Idea to a Comenius-project: 
 
HS Ehrenhausen, secondary school in Styria/Austria 
 
Title: “School and education in 21st century” 
 
Motivation and background: 
                      Schooldevelopment is a need and must for every school and it is          
                      demanded by schoolauthorities. 
                      But this seems to be too less because in the last time headlines 
                      about schools, contents of subjects, subjects, integration,  
                      repeating classes, schoolholidays, the work of teachers, the                                  
                      schoolsysteme itself and many more things concerning schools 
                      become more and more. 
                      Beside this reason we see that the problems in society 
                      become bigger and more and more, parents become  
                      more selfconfident, people demand their rights, but on the 
                      other hand they forget their duties, morals and ethics 
                      disappear in each group of society, egoism increases, 
                      mental diseases explode,  
                      and obviously today´s school is not suitable for the solving of 
                      these problems – of course we cannot generalize, not each school, 
                      not each country is concerned in the same way. But together, 
                      building up a pool we can find out common problems, special 
                      problems, we can learn from each other and we can find out 
                      ways of solution. The slogans must be “Nobody is perfect” , 
                      “Together we are strong”, “You always can improve things”, 
                      “Resting is rusting” ...... 
                      And all the money given into the schoolsystemes is cheaper 
                      than the repairing of the damages of society (diseases, violence, 
                      ..........) 
 
1) Description of todays schools systeme 
2) Evaluation of acutal schoolsysteme: 

by: pupils 
      teachers 
      headmasters 
      school authorities 
      parents 
      society – economy, trade, industry 
                     local politics 
                     citizens 
                     clubs 
                     ...... 



 
 

3) Wishes and needs to a modern schoolsysteme 
     by: pupils 
           teachers 
           headmasters 
           school authorities 
           parents 
           society – (see above) 
       a) in common 
       b) especially with the background of  
           problems of society 
           holidays 
           repeating 
           integration 
           subjects 
           contents of subjects 
           time table (f.e. all day schooling....) 
           teaching methods 
           ............ 
 
4) Vision of a modern school  

a) in general 
b) especially adapted to local needs of participant schools 

        
 
 
If you are interested in a Comenius Partnership, please don´t hesitate to contact  
Mr. Karl Reger ( reger.karl@aon.at ) 
 
The school HS Ehrenhausen (http://members.aon.at/sths-
ehrenhausen/page_1_1.html ) is a small secondary school situated in 
Styria/Austria. The pupils are between 10 and 14 years old.   
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